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FINAL GRADE

78/100

GRADEMARK REPORT

GENERAL COMMENTS

Instructor
I though this essay was very good - you have
clearly read a bunch of relevant work, including
some stuff that is relatively distant from the set
readings, and have thought hard about how to
fit these ideas together into a coherent story
(which I find plausible). The essay is generally
very clear, and the structure is excellent and
always completely transparent what you are
doing. However, the essay is not without its
flaws. You are never 100% clear on the role of
innate vs acquired constraints in causal
reasoning - sometimes it sounds like you are
saying there are both, but initially you seemed
to be emphasising the role of the latter.
Secondly, on the N- vs C-induction stuff, it's not
clear why arbitrary, shared, strong biases
wouldn't be ideal for C-induction - you switch
from talking about specificity and strength of
innate biases to their arbitrariness, and the link
isn't really explained. All in all though, a very
well-worked essay.
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Comment 1
Excellent summary

Comment 2
Both rather informally defined - is comprehend the same as 'learn'? - but generally good
here, clear.
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Comment 3
This section is a very clear and somewhat detailed summary of this work, well done. My
only concern at this point is that you are running out of space for your central point.
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Comment 4
This is nice, but I feel that you are lacking a couple of concrete examples - that would take
more space, which you would need to save from the section on weak biases, bayesian
iterated learning etc.



Comment 5
Although from your previous section it sounds like these strong biases are / might be
learned?

Comment 6
OK, this suggests that it's both innate and acquired constraints but it's a little frustrating
that it's vague still.
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Comment 7
Although this doesn't speak to the *strength* of those biases - wouldn't a shared,
arbitrary, strong bias be great for C-induction problems?
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